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Abstract
Almost 1.2 million people pass away in the world every year due to traffic accidents. Person, road and vehicle play important role in accidents that the most important factor is person. Traffic accidents are the third cause of mortality in the world. Modification and implementation of traffic laws and improvement of safety culture are being able to decrease traffic accidents. This descriptive study was included five plans: informing, education, commission, camping and festival and was performed in an area of Tehran in a short period of time. The results were reported during and the end of the plans and the weak and strength points of activities were recorded. Our results were shown in this educational plan, level of knowledge in 80% of participants about traffic accidents was improved and they tried to introduce 5 another citizens into this educational plan as participants. Moreover, 8 damaged participants introduced into counseling center that 7 person were satisfied from consultation. The most important problems in individual consultation were related to fear, anxiety and depression.
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